
Needle me this! Needlework is easy and fun 
with our extensive collection of  iron-on 
embroidery patterns and ready-to-go kits.

seed shine... What’s the flower of the hour? It’s anything you want! Find 
these and other sweet garden-themed designs in our Needlework Department. Choose 
from a vast selection of easy iron-ons and no-fuss kits. Then, stitch and go! Tip: Got 
a thing for the striped tea towels (shown below)? These vintage-style linens are sold 
near the needlework supplies. Just add the embellishment!

Stitching Fun!Stitching Fun!
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   tea time... 
Craft kitchen gear that’s 
steeped in dainty vintage-
style appeal. It’s easy with 
our ready-to-embellish 
kitchen towels and our 
pretty embroidery iron-
ons. The design shown 
is part of a pack that 
contains multiple teapot 
patterns. That means it’s 
a cinch to stitch an entire 
set! Tip: Iron-on patterns 
transfer more easily to 
warm fabric. Use your 
iron to heat the towel 
right before applying  
the design.

» bird in 
hand... 
Any bib benefits from 
a pair of little birdies. 
Especially when the bib is 
part of a sweet, retro-style 
apron (sold fully assembled and ready-to-
embellish). The embroidered design came 
from a handy iron-on. Simply follow the 
manufacturer’s directions to apply the 
pattern to the fabric. Then, stitch over  
the marks. So easy… so cute!



hoppily ever after   Going green is 
an everyday affair…at least it is when it comes 
to these adorable day-of-the-week froggys. The 
charmingly retro designs come from iron-ons. 
We applied the patterns to a set of soft flour 
sack dishtowels and hopped up the edges with 
a blanket stitch in coordinating thread.
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  cute coverup  Want a 
project that hits the spot? Kiss your 
favorite cook with a cute, handmade 
apron! This one features a spicy iron-
on design. Browse our extensive 
Needlework Department for even 
more food-friendly patterns. They 
come as iron-ons or as ready-to-
go kits. Tip: Notice the red border 
on this piece? We added a simple 
running stitch to an off-the-shelf 
apron. Easy, instant pizzazz!

  what’s cookin’  Fresh, foodie and oh-so-cute! On a cheery 
towel or a quirky apron, these pieces are on the menu for any stylishly 
vintage décor. Both patterns come from our wide selection of iron-ons. For 
a similar look, follow the manufacturer’s directions to transfer designs to 
any of our ready-to-go accessories (retro apron and soft flour sack towel are 
both sold near the embroidery supplies). Then iron, stitch and go!
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west is best  Cowboys and 
cowgirls will go crazy over this set of 
Wild West tea towels. Packed with a 
wagonful of charming appeal, these 
retro-style linens feature iron-ons with a 
rustic feel. All supplies are available in our 
Needlework Department. Yee-haw y’all!
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« tea for two   Here’s a merrily 
matched set for him and her. These cheery 
towels were easy to make with the help of a 
pair of teatime embroidery iron-ons. The “Mr. 
and Mrs.” monograms are iron-on patterns too! 
To make your own, follow the manufacturer’s 
directions to transfer the designs. Then, simply 
stitch over the marks. Sew, sew simple!

   an eyeful   “Easy on the eyes” 
is as simple as can be! That’s because this 
embellishment is a simple, iron-on design. 
The look was transferred to an ordinary flour sack 
towel and stitched in a blink of an eye! Look to our 
extensive Needlework Department for this pattern 
and more.  We even offer ready-to-go kits!
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